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Abstract: Although robotic radiosurgery offers a flexible
arrangement of treatment beams, generating treatment
plans is computationally challenging and a time
consuming process for the planner. Furthermore, different
clinical goals have to be considered during planning and
generally different sets of beams correspond to different
clinical goals. Typically, candidate beams sampled from a
randomized heuristic form the basis for treatment plan-
ning. We propose a new approach to generate candidate
beams based on deep learning using radiological features
as well as the desired constraints. We demonstrate that
candidate beams generated for specific clinical goals can
improve treatment plan quality. Furthermore, we compare
two approaches to include information about constraints
in the prediction. Our results show that CNN generated
beams can improve treatment plan quality for different
clinical goals, increasing coverage from 91.2 to 96.8% for
3,000 candidate beams on average. When including the
clinical goal in the training, coverage is improved by 1.1%
points.
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Problem

The key idea of radiation therapy is treating lesions with
overlappingX-ray beams frommultiple directions. One system
used in clinical practice is the CyberKnife system [1] where a
linear accelerator is mounted on a robotic arm. This flexible

beam placement can allow for high coverage of the target
while sparing healthy tissue. However, generating a treatment
plan which satisfies all clinical goals can be computationally
challenging and a time consuming process for the planner.
Typically, a subset of candidate beams sampled from a ran-
domized heuristic is selected and weighted by optimization
with respect to constraints, e.g., on the minimum and
maximum dose in the volumes of interest (VOIs). The weights
correspond to the activation time of the beams. Generating a
clinically acceptable treatment plan is an iterative process in
which the planner adjusts the constraints and reoptimizes the
beam weights. Here, multiple clinical goals, e.g., minimizing
the treatment time or maximizing the dose to the target are
addressed sequentially. Therefore, fast optimization is
desirable.

Deep learning based methods have been studied for
multiple tasks in medical imaging and radiation therapy
including segmentation [2] and classification [3]. Other
knowledge based methods are employed to optimize beam
related parameters in intensity modulated radiation therapy
(IMRT) [4, 5] or to optimize beam orientations, positions,
shapes, and weights directly (direct aperture optimization).
The latter either requires solving a computationally
demanding mixed integer problem [6] or they combine the
dose in the target, dose constraints, and apertures in the
objective function [7], not allowing setting hard con-
straints on the doses of critical organ structures.
Furthermore, the effect of clinical goals on the generation
of candidate beams has not been studied sufficiently for
robotic radiosurgery. However, it has been observed that
different beam parameters influence different clinical
goals [8]. E.g., beams that cover a larger volume are more
common in treatment plans focusing on the clinical goal
of reducing the total activation time of all beams.

In this paper, we investigate themulticriterial aspect of
treatment planning on the CNN based candidate beam
generation. We extend an earlier approach [9] and present
different setups to train CNNs using radiological features
for predicting each beam’s influence on the dose with
various clinical goals. We use these predictions to select
new candidate beams, improving plan quality while using
fewer candidate beams.We train and evaluate the CNNs on
different subsets of 50 patients previously treated for
prostate tumor.
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Methods

Data set

Generating treatment plans typically involves several distinct steps.
First, the delineated VOIs, i.e., the planning target volume (PTV) and
organs at risk (OARs), are discretized into voxels. Then, the dose co-
efficients, i.e., the dose each beam delivers to each voxel for a given
beam weight, are calculated for randomly sampled candidate beams.
Finally, the inverse planning problem is solved with respect to con-
straints on dose and total beamweight or beammonitor units resulting
in a weighted subset of beams.

Our CNNs are trained on treatment plans generated by optimizing
the coverage using a set of 6,000 candidate beams. The coverage
represents one clinical goal and describes the fraction of the PTV that
receives at least the prescribed dose. We use our in-house planning
software to maximize the coverage indirectly by minimizing the
missing dose of voxels receiving less than the prescribed dose [10].

To generate reference treatment plans, we adopt a 5-fraction
protocol [11] with a prescribed dose of 36.25 Gy for the prostate and
hard upper dose constraints on the PTV (prostate) and OARs (bladder,
rectum) of 40.25 and 36 Gy, respectively. Total and per beam monitor
units are constrained to 40,000 and 300 MU, respectively. We also
introduce artificial shell structures at 3 and 9 mm distance around the
prostate to control dose in normal tissue.We tune the shell constraints
to achieve roughly 95% coverage for every patient.

Togenerate treatmentplanswithdifferent clinical goals,wevary the
maximum constraints on either PTV, total monitor units, or shells and
tune the remaining constraints to again achieve roughly 95% coverage.
Note that treatment plans are still optimizedbymaximizing the coverage.

Feature generation

We train the CNNs to predict the influence on the dose for each beam
independently. As features for a beam we concatenate gray-scale
images of projections described in the following on a plane perpen-
dicular to the line from beam origin to PTV centroid. We construct the
first image as the intersection of the beam’s central axis, extended by
the effective radius of the beam at the source-plane distance. This
represents the volume influenced by the beam. Further images
represent the VOIs in relation to the beam as shown in Figure 1. Each
image is constructed as the projection of the VOIs. To also encode the
volume in the projection, as well as the tissue density, we create two
images per VOI encoding the minimum and maximum radiological
depth, calculated from the computed tomography scan of the patient.

To include information about the clinical goal, we input the
normalized constraints as an additional feature. We normalize each
constraint by the respective constraint from the treatment plan of the
same patient with the reference clinical goal. Since shell constraints of
treatment plans for all clinical goals are constructed such that they
have roughly 95%coverage, the constraints on the shells are implicitly
defined and are not included as a feature.

CNN model setup

Figure 2 shows how we adapt the DenseNet-121 to predict the beam
weight normalized by the maximum allowed weight per beam.

Furthermore, we study two different ways to combine image features
and constraint features. First, we train individual models for every set
of constraints and combine the predictions with the respective
normalized constraints in a separate fully-connected layer. Second,
we concatenate the constraint features with the feature vector ob-
tained from the convolutional layers and train the model end-to-end.

We use the data of nine patients for hyper-parameter optimization
with 3-fold cross-validation (CV),where each fold contains three patients.
Here, we found a learning rate of lr = 10−3 halved every five epochs and a
batch size of b=32 to be optimal. In each CV iteration,we train themodels
for 15 epochs using the Adam optimizer. Data of remaining 41 patients is
used for evaluation using 3-fold CV with 13 or 14 patients in each fold.

Since there is an imbalance of i≈19 times more unweighted than
weighted beams we consider unweighted beams with a probability of
p=1/i during training to improve training time and convergence.
Furthermore, since the treatment plans used for training slightly differ
in coverage from the targeted (cdes = 95%), we weight each training

example by w � cdes
cp

for unweighted beams and the inverse for

weighted beams with actual treatment plan coverage cp. This in-
creases the training weight for unweighted beams in low coverage
treatment plans (cp < 95%) and also increases the training weight for
weighted beams in high coverage treatment plans (cp > 95%).

For inference,we consider the predicted normalized beamweight
as the probability of accepting the beam into the set of candidate
beams. Therefore, we generate random beams and evaluate them
using the CNNs until the set of candidate beams contains the desired
number of candidate beams. Then, treatment plan generation con-
tinues regularly by optimizing beam weights.

Results and discussion

We evaluate the coverage of treatment plans with clinical
goals of different homogenity of dose in the PTV by varying
PTV dose constraints, different monitor units resulting in
different treatment time, and different dose conformity to
the PTV by varying shell dose constraints. Figure 3 shows

Figure 1: Partial image feature for one beam relative to the patient.
Minimum radiological depth of PTV, rectum, and bladder in the
channels green, blue, and red respectively. The beam is
superimposed in white. Maximum radiological depth features are
not shown here.
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the coverage after optimization of 3,000 randomized and
CNN generated candidate beams. Average coverage can be
improved from 91.2 to 96.8% over all evaluated clinical
goals. Here, the CNNwas trained on the same constraints it
was evaluated on. Note that constraints are tuned to ach-
ieve 95% coverage with 6,000 randomized beams. Figure 4
shows a comparison of the different CNN architectures.
DenseNetEnsemble and DenseNetAdaptive are trained on
treatment plans with all constraints, DenseNetRef is

trained on reference constraints, and DenseNetFit is the
same as in Figure 3C. The latter two use DenseNet-121.
Coverage can be improved from 94.9 to 96.0% for Dense-
NetFit and to 95.2% for DenseNetAdaptive and decreases
for DenseNetEnsemble to 94.8% on average. Differences to
DenseNetRef are statistically significant with respect to the
Wilcoxon rank sum test (significance level α=0.05) for
DenseNetFit (p=1.1 10−8) and not significant for DenseNe-
tEnsemble (p=0.18) and DenseNetAdaptive (p=0.26). This

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 2: The three CNN architectures we
employ. M1 to Mn refer to DenseNet-121
trained on different clinical goals.

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3: Coveragemean and standard deviation for 3,000 randomandCNNgenerated candidate beams anddifferent clinical goals. CNNs are
trained on the target constraints but different patients using DenseNet-121. Shell constraint relative to reference.

Figure 4: Coverage mean and standard
deviation for 3,000 CNN generated beams.
DenseNetRef and DenseNetFit use the
DenseNet-121 architecture, trained on the
reference constraints and target con-
straints, respectively. Shell constraint
relative to reference.
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suggests that the information drawn from the constraint
features is not yet optimally exploited by theCNNs that fuse
information. However, including training data from more
constraint sets could improve results further.

Conclusion

Wehave shown that improving coveragewith CNNgenerated
candidate beams is feasible for different clinical goals.
Including the clinical goal in the training can further improve
treatment plan quality by a small amount. However, the re-
sults for CNNs trained on different constraints suggests that
further improvements in architecture can be made.
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